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have that the message will continue to
resonate within the party after a possible
expulsion? I suppose there is no
guarantee and, granted there is no
publically available criteria for
determining an elected official’s status
within its party, there may never be.
How can the disability community
ensure their key issues are brought
forward to government when we cannot
be assured that the contacted elected
person is in good standing within their
own party?

From the
Soapbox
John Young
Flashback – reprinted from 2017 Options

G

overnments are generally
elected under a mandate to
improve the quality of life for its
citizens. This means elected
officials should at all times remain
accountable to the people, their
constituents: the essential employers of
governments in power. Too often,
though, elected officials subscribe to a
party-first mentality, or more specifically,
unmitigated loyalty to the leader of said
party first and foremost, a commitment
that supersedes the commitment
towards constituents and community.

It takes a very particular kind of politician
to represent constituency first.
Generally, officials are expected to do
the time and toe the line. After 150
years, the legacy of the Canadian
political landscape can be boiled down
to three main parties: Conservative,
Liberal and NDP. Wouldn’t it be
something if this landscape shifted
towards community movements driven
and directed by demographic groups
and needs? Instead of governing strictly
through economic evidence-based
policy, why not govern through socialimpact policy wherein individual
movements determine direction and
outcome of change? In our case, an
Independent Living movement party
driven to create better accessibility
mediums, equality and opportunity for
Canadians.

It is a very interesting thing when an
individual is removed from governing
caucus due to his or her working and
representing constituent values first and
before the values of caucus. This adds
an additional layer of complexity for
community groups who must spend time
and resources educating governing
parties on their capabilities and
programming. The criteria for being
removed from caucus (an internal party
decision directed by its leadership) are
often not clear, nor are they made
public. This seems to be a conflict of
interest granted that the main employer
of elected officials are the people
themselves. Should we not have the
right to know why an individual is kicked
to the curb, so to speak? Moreover, if
community groups and non-profits invest
time and energy into educating an
elected official, what guarantee do we

Until then, we will have to settle for
demanding full disclosure of elected
officials’ standing within their key
factions and more platform issues that
positively impact marginalized
Manitobans. Until then, we will have to
work harder to ensure that disability
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onion, garlic or hot peppers. She even
likes potato chips, and poppy seed cake
from Gunns Bakery. I like to cook thick
soups full of rice and legumes. That’s
100% protein, if you are a vegetarian.
We are not. We enjoy meat, fish and
dairy products.

issues fit within the umbrella of political
parties.

Holly is developing cataracts in both
eyes. She is not blind yet, but once in a
while she bumps into things. It’s not
serious yet. I won’t have that problem. I
believe it’s hereditary, and there is no
history of that in my family. I need
reading glasses. Right now, I can go by
with the cheap glasses available in drug
stores. It would be a disaster if I need
prescription glasses later on. I often fall
asleep with my glasses on, Then, I roll
over them and they are broken. I can
afford it with the cheap glasses as they
can be easily replaced. But if I need a
prescription for expensive glasses, then
I am doomed.

Growing Old
Together
Margita Tobolkova

M

y dog Holly and I are about the
same age now. I want to
compare similarities and
differences in the way we age.

I need to have dentures. It’s not the
same as my own teeth, but what can I
do? I am stuck with them. Holly will not
be wearing dentures ever. Can you
imagine a dog with dentures?
Impossible.

It started with Holly being incontinent. I
understand a fixed or spayed female
can experience these problems at a
later age. The veterinarian prescribed a
pill, and the problem is solved. I wish
there was a pill for me too! Instead, I
have to use padded underwear. It’s not
perfect, but without it, I couldn’t leave
the house. Say goodbye to my G-string.

Holly and I like our walks. We go four –
five times a day. We both walk slowly,
as a couple of seniors, but we enjoy it.
Every doctor will tell you to walk every
day to stay healthy. Thanks to Holly, I
get my daily walking exercise. Without
her, I would probably rot in bed.
Considering her diminished eye sight,
we walk mainly through meadows.
When she strays away, I can call her.
She follows my voice very well. After the
walk, there is always a good meal for

Holly has some arthritis; I have some
too. I take medication every day which is
very helpful. Holly has some antiinflammatory pills that I give her when
she is limping. It seems to work fine.
We both have a good appetite. Holly
likes my cooking and so do I. I just have
to watch some ingredients, such as
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Holly. She has a voracious appetite. I
am not such a good eater. I want to
make sure I have a daily dose of protein
and vegetables. Holly wants more.

involvement. From training to social
media to community events, we have
connected with a wide range of partners
with the goal of promoting the total
inclusion and participation of the
disability community.

One thing Holly does not have to worry
about is paying bills. I pay all of it,
including her health care. I was asking if
these veterinary bills are tax deductible
– they are not. Pity. But I have to take
care of her. She is a senior as I am. I
wouldn’t want to be abandoned, just like
she doesn’t want to be. She enjoys life
in spite of any problems she might have.
So do I.

Within our DART (Disability Awareness
Resource Training) program alone we
have nurtured relationships with Long
Plains and Sagkeeng First Nations,
offering a variety of training to over fifty
members from those communities.
Locally, we have delivered training to
over 200 participants since January
alone from Options, Pathways and
Transitions, Foster Family Network, Folk
Festival Volunteers, Spence
Neighborhood Association, RAY
(Resource Assistance for Youth) and
Woodlands Supply. The feedback on the
effectiveness and value of our training in
improving how we, as a broader
community, can come together and offer
timely effective supports puts the focus
on the individual. This results in greater
inclusion and participation for our
community.

Holly and I are good buddies, loving
each other and helping each other. I
hope it will last for a good while longer
as we grow older together.

Some of the events that have extended
our reach under the canopy of
community participation include: a
revived social media campaign featuring
our latest meme contest, coordinating
public meetings with MUVE (a vehicle
for hire app), participating in the Red
River College Red Forum, and staying
on point with National Access Abilities
Week. In addition, our partnership with
the Manitoba Taxi Board, now the
Winnipeg Parking Authority, to train and
re-certify all taxi drivers continues,
allowing us to connect with a valuable
sector of our community with the goal of

Under a Lush
Canopy
Doug Lockhart

I

LRC has literally jumped into the
forest canopy when it comes to
exploring the vast array of community
partners who are benefitting from our
5

equal access and participation for
everyone.

Did You Know?
Chelsey Sommerfield

We are about to launch another season
of ILRC Able Sail. We are making a
concerted effort to rouse a community
response to the needs for sustainable
funding for this valuable and cherished
program. As we operate a reduced
capacity program this summer, we hope
many people continue to experience the
exhilaration accessible sailing can offer.

H

ave you heard about BDC
Contractors Inc.?

This is a new Winnipeg-based
transportation service providing
wheelchair accessible transportation.
This is a Personal Transportation
Provider meaning they do not charge by
meter. When you book your ride they
will tell you the fee at that time and then
you’ll pay before the ride. Monthly
contracts is an option as well! To book a
ride,call the service dispatch at 204-2985140.

To participate or find out more about
what’s going on, give us a call, send an
email or check us out on Facebook or
Twitter. We look forward to seeing you
under the canopy of community
participation at a future event or training
opportunity or literally under the canopy
at the Forks on July 26th for an evening
of musical entertainment in celebration
of what we continue to do as a
community.

Want to learn more about the
legalization and regulation of cannabis?
What is the current status of the
cannabis law? How the cannabis Act
(Bill C-45) would restrict access, protect
public health and safety, and set
criminal penalties. Understand cannabis
for medical purposes. For more
information go to
https://www.canada.ca/en/services/polici
ng/justice/legalization-regulationmarijuana.html
Do you know about the Manitoba
Refundable Primary Caregiver Tax
Credit?
This tax credit provides financial support
to individuals who serve as the primary
caregiver to help the recipient stay
independent for as long as possible.
This credit is refundable and not income
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tested. This means you can claim it
even if you do not have taxable income.

bad weather, the movie will take place
the following day.

As of the 2018 tax year, an individual tax
filer may claim a flat tax credit of $1,400
per year for providing the unpaid care.
Manitoba caregivers may substantiate
their self-assessed eligibility by
completing a Registration Form, sending
a copy to the Manitoba Tax Assistance
Office, and making a claim on their
personal income tax return (MB479).It is
recommended that tax filers retain
original copies of all relevant
documentation in case it is needed by
Manitoba Finance or the Canada
Revenue Agency to verify or
substantiate a tax credit claim. If you
want to learn more about the PGTC go
to https://www.gov.mb.ca/finance

August 7 – Shrek
August 14 – Mean Girls
August 21 – School of Rock
August 28 – Miss Congeniality

In the Grant Park Area a brand new
universally accessible playground is
going to open in September. The
playground would be built along Grant
Avenue near Cambridge Street, in front
of the Pan Am Pool. Among its
accessible features will be the
Rhapsody Collection, a combination of
drums and chimes, double-wide ramps
for those using wheelchairs or pushing
strollers, and a roller slide that
eliminates static electricity. Something to
keep an eye on!

Muving on Up?
Patrick Stewart

G

lobally, the past decade has
seen some monumental shifts in
the vehicle for hire industry. In
many cities, taxicabs have taken
a backseat to transportation companies
like Uber and Lyft offering alternatives
for passengers and drivers alike. One
thing that has not changed though is
that accessible service remains an
outlier. With the dissolution of the
Manitoba Taxicab Board, and the advent
of the new Vehicles for Hire Act,

Movies on Memorial in August is back!
Watch your favourite 2000’s movies
under the stars for free at Memorial Park
every Tuesday in August! Movies start
at sundown (approximately 9 pm). Don’t
forget to come early to enjoy some premovie entertainment including, food
trucks, games and more. In the event of
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Initiatives like UberWAV (wheelchair
accessible vehicles) and UberAssist (to
request a ‘specially’ trained driver)
appear to have done little to improve
accessibility, and for some reek of
tokenism.

Winnipeg is prepared to enter this
avenue of the digital age, but it remains
to be seen who will have access.
On May 8th the founders of Montreal
based MUVE held a community
presentation at the ILRC to showcase
their digital platform, meet with potential
partners, drivers and passengers, and
explore the possibility of Winnipeg being
selected as one of two pilot cities when
the (beta) platform is launched later this
year. At a glance, MUVE’s model looks
like a typical ride sharing company. Both
fulltime and part-time drivers have
access to a central digital dispatch
system, passengers can share rides or
book solo trips through an app on their
phone, payments are all handled online,
etc. But where many companies have
been dismissive, MUVE’s business will
focus primarily on providing
transportation to passengers with
disabilities, recognizing the economic
potential of this underserved market,
and hopefully address the shortage of
accessible vehicles on the road. To be
successful, MUVE will require not only
strategic partnerships with local
transportation companies, but also
citizens and other organizations that
possess accessible (and underused)
vehicles to utilize the service as an
alternative income source.

The City of Winnipeg requires that all
accessible vehicles, whether taxicabs or
otherwise, meet the same technical
requirements, but only PTP (ride
sharing) drivers operating accessible
vehicles are required to take Disability
Awareness Resource Training (DART),
unlike taxicab drivers that are universally
required to be DART-certified to
maintain their license. MUVE ‘s founders
have pledged that not only will their fleet
be virtually 100% accessible, but that all
drivers, regardless of vehicle type, will
require DART training. This issue cuts to
the core of what accessibility means the understanding that the entire
community benefits through inclusive
design and training. Until the age of
universal accessibility arrives, the
community needs to remain vigilant,
ensuring that “standard vehicles” are
operated by properly trained drivers,
because too often it is social attitudes
and inexperience that create
unnecessary barriers to service.

For now, the big players Uber and Lyft
have not yet penetrated the perimeter,
and it could be the smaller guys that
determine what accessibility standards
passengers can expect. Uber has been
sued in many municipalities for failing to
provide accessible vehicles, adequately
trained drivers and even refusing to
allow passengers with guide dogs.
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from our U.S. neighbours concerning the
movement of people across the globe
and closing the borders to children and
families seeking solace from very
dangerous countries or living conditions.

To Heed the Voice
of One or Many
Robert Mitchell

I

t is nearly impossible to turn on the
TV or Radio and not hear news of
some of the activities of leaders from
around the globe. Various persons
placed in political power eschew the
values of bringing their countries to
greater economic influence and glory
but the means they use to achieve those
ends are always questionable. And we
don’t have to look far; we are seeing
some of this activity here in our own
province, as our political leaders
continue to balance deficits and budgets
on the backs of those most marginalized
and those who will feel such austerity
cuts in a very visceral way.

It might be possible to peer back into
history and find examples of successful
autocratic leadership. We might find that
the overall results of autocratic
governments are measured by the
average of some good results produced
by visionaries, with plenty of bad results
produced by deluded leaders.
Canada, not unlike most western
nations, is a proud example of a
democracy. Democracies help control
and balance the range of outcomes,
through due process and parliamentary
procedures. However, their
accomplishments are usually
constrained by legislative, judicial, and
interest group controls. Bad leaders in
democracies are also constrained, not
only by these controls, but by the
reporting of a free competitive press and
television, and very recently a voracious
social media network.

We talk about democracy as a voice of
the united people to achieve greater
ends. But what of autocracy, those
leaders who seem to act independently
for good or ill? Democratic or autocratic
behaviours: which is truly better for
socio-economic growth?

It’s very difficult for a country to keep in
check a leader who exhibits autocratic
behaviour under the farce of democratic
control. Their tactics border on a sort of
political bullying in order to push their
agendas forward. Voters have to wait for
the most part to unleash their own
verdict at the polls; until then, we must
endure their behaviours and policies and
depend on the voices of special interest
groups, social media awareness
campaigns and other means of civil
disobedience to push community will.

Visionary leaders can accomplish more
in an autocratic model than democratic
because they can simply ignore
legislative, judicial, or media constraints
while promoting their agenda. The
strength of one‘s moral character is
essential here as there are far fewer
checks and balances to measure
against. The real danger of autocratic
rule is that badly misguided strong
leaders can cause major damage. Mao’s
Great Leap Forward is one prominent
and terrible historical example; so too
are some of the polices coming forward
9

This is very important for the disability
community. In today’s day and age of
witnessing a lackadaisical Accessibility
Act and funding cuts to various
communities across the board, it paints
a very dire picture that the political will is
one driven by ideology – both at home
and across the border – and at the
expense of life and opportunity for many
people. It is up to the grassroots to
shape and influence this political will and
it is becoming increasingly difficult to get
people engaged.

Sails Unfurled!
Eric Chen

I

LRC will be running another summer
of sailing at Fort Whyte Alive. Sailing
is an experience like no other. It is an
incredible place for people to gather
as a community and to be outdoors. The
sheer power and speed comes from
natural wind. For many, it is something
that may seem impossible to do but at
Able Sail Manitoba, we are able to
provide an accessible sailing program to
our community. Anyone, regardless of
ability or age is able to experience the
freedom of sailing on Lake Devonian at
Fort Whyte. We had an all-time
attendance record from the previous
year and are aiming to exceed that this
year! With times like this where
community interest of sailing is at its
highest, it is with a heavy heart to say
that it may be our last year catching the
wind with our sails.

Various governments close-by might
have set fine examples of democracy
fostering socio-economic growth for all
the ages. But given some leaders’
proclivity toward autocratic governance,
these priceless lessons to the world may
never be forgotten.

The Able Sail program’s expenses have
been covered by ILRC for the past 11
years. It has been a tough decision but
our sailing program hours have been cut
back this year. For information on the
change in hours and rates, visit our
website or give us a call. If you are
interested in sailing, don’t hesitate to call
us at 204-947-0194 to book your sail
time or talk about what the sailing
experience means to you. Hopefully, we
can gather together as a community to
keep this program afloat. Let’s go sailing
and enjoy an experience like no other.
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be frustrating as often staff do not have
the experience to determine what will
work for people with disabilities. There
have been multiple attempts to address
the need for this information and they
have all used crowdsourcing to provide
this information. After all, who better to
determine the accessibility of a business
for people with disabilities than a person
with a disability? Most recently, there
has been a Canadian developed app
released called AccessNow
(www.accessnow.me) which seeks to
provide accessibility information on
businesses across the world. There
have been many different iterations of
this app type.

Tech Corner
Jason Hirose

W

ith this issue’s theme
surrounding community, I
thought it would be the ideal
time to cover crowdsourcing.
While this term is new, the idea behind it
is not. Crowdsourcing is a word formed
from the words ‘crowd’ and
‘outsourcing.’ As the words suggest,
crowdsourcing is the idea of outsourcing
a project to the crowd (the public) in
order to create something. By dividing
the requirements of a given project into
smaller, more manageable tasks it
means more people can participate and
the project is completed more easily.

Crowdsourcing doesn’t have to be
sourced from the general public. There
are also innovation contests – gathering
a crowd of specialists to create
something new. For example there is
the Innovative Design for Accessibility
(IDeA) student contest which just closed
May 31st. This contests challenges
University-level students to develop
assistive technology for people with
disabilities to benefit their community.
Past contest winners include an
accessible tandem bicycle and an indoor
navigation system for people with low
vision.

Many people have participated in
crowdsourcing whether they realize it or
not. For example, Wikipedia is
completely sourced from the crowd. The
premise is that anyone can access it but
also that anyone can contribute to it as
well. Crowdsourcing extends to more
interactive environments as well. Think
of the traffic app Waze, which helps
people get from point A to B faster by
pointing out heavy traffic or construction.
This information is supplied to the app
by the public.

There are many more crowdsourcing
opportunities on the horizon, in
particular Google Maps is planning on
using crowdsourcing to create
accessible navigation directions much
like existing directions for walking,
transit and driving. Crowdsourcing can
be of benefit to everyone and every
community, from your backyard to the
whole world but it only happens if the

While these kinds of projects can help
the community at large, how can
crowdsourcing affect the community of
people with disabilities?
Many businesses do not post any
information about their accessibility
features. Contacting the business can
11

about understanding how every
individual is unique and directs their
independence their own way. Since the
students usually come from several
different countries, traditions and
cultures, it brings a very diverse
atmosphere into the program. Students
become familiar with working as a team,
they learn tolerance, respect, and look
towards similarities instead of judging
others based on their differences

community participates. So the next time
an opportunity presents itself give it a
shot, you might be surprised at what you
get in return.

PACE has been training a lot of
individuals to become attendants who
are aware of the Independent Living
Philosophy, and bring a good
understanding about their roles in
supporting people with disabilities. For
community trainers, they get the chance
to evaluate the student’s performance
and determine who they would possibly
hire. Individuals who are in Self and
Family Managed Care are also eligible
to place their job advertisements
through the PACE Job Posting Board.

PACE’s Canopy
Susianti Fierce

I

t has been three years since I started
working in the PACE program. I have
heard a lot of positive feedback from
the participants over the years. The
most common thing they always tell me
is that they have learned a lot more than
they expected. Most of them decided to
take PACE in pursuit of employment, but
once they graduated, they realized that
they have grown as people throughout
the five weeks of training. The
experiences in the class and in the
community during the practicum is a
great addition to their life.

PACE is a valuable program and is also
a meeting point between people who are
preparing themselves in search of a
career and employers seeking educated
staff, all in the interests of greater
independence for persons with
disabilities.

Dear Advocacy
Marie-Lynn Hamilton

T

he Accessibility for Manitobans Act
came into force in Manitoba in
2013. At the time, it was seen as
a tool that people with disabilities
could use to remove and address

PACE not only teaches them academic
skills in supporting people with
disabilities with dignity and promoting
Independent Living. It also teaches
12

reviewofama@gmail.com. If you were
unable to attend the June 20, 2018
consultation or otherwise feel your voice
has not been heard, report to this e-mail
address and your concerns will be a
matter of public record.

barriers and create opportunity.
Unfortunately, after five years, the Act
has failed to deliver on any expectation
and the only thing that has materialized
from it is one of five legislated
standards. Unfortunately, the one
standard that is in place – the customer
service standard – has difficulty in
creating any real, measureable success
because of the absence of any
compliance mechanism.
Barrier Free Manitoba has done an
excellent job outlining serious issues
with the AMA; namely, those issues are
lack of effective leadership, lack of
timelines, inadequate resources, no
compliance framework and a lack of
community engagement. Their full
report of these issues can be found at
barrierfreemb.com.
On June 20th, 2018, the Government of
Manitoba had the one and only public
consultation to fulfill an obligation to
review the AMA. While there was
cohesive feedback from the community
regarding some of the challenges to
implementing the AMA, the common
theme for everyone was that the AMA
needed resources from the government
in order to be effective, both in the areas
of financial and human resources. Until
then, the AMA will never see its
potential.

Social
Accountability in
Health Services

The Accessibility for Manitobans Act is
one that affects all Manitobans. Your
feedback on the AMA is important. The
Government has set up a gmail account
(it has not been explained why a gmail
account and not a proper government
account) to receive your concerns
during this review. The address is

Jodie Jephcote

W
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hat is Social Accountability?
Social Accountability is simply
remaining accountable to the
socio-economic realities of the

community in which one lives and
serves. A socially accountable health
system in turn is one that is obligated to
engage with and respond to its
community’s needs, as well as instill the
values of this responsibility within its
institutions and practitioners. The goal
of social accountability in health care is
a health system built on the needs of a
community and its members.

Writin’ and Rollin’
Libby Zdriluk

I

have always considered myself a
proud active member of the disability
community. Not just because I work in
it but I live in it. My canopy recently
expanded to my new home at the Old
Grace Housing Co Op.

ILRC has been invited to the newly
formed Social Accountability Committee,
hosted and created by the University of
Manitoba Rady Faculty of Health
Sciences. Each community member,
wherein 6 organizations are
represented, is formally invited into the
committee by Dr. Brian Postl, Dean of
Rady Faculty of Health Sciences and
Vice-Provost (Health Sciences), and is
expected to commit to a 3 year term.

In the 3 months that I have lived there
it’s really opened my eyes to what it
means to live together. In the 11 years I
lived in my previous place, I don’t think I
met my neighbors once. My next-door
neighbor has already come and
introduced herself and has even
accepted packages for me. I never
asked her to. She simply just did it and
when I thanked her she said “we are a
community; we help each other out.”
There have been so many moments of
kindness from people taking time to
introduce themselves, to members
helping me fix my internet or thermostat.
It seems someone’s always there to
lend a hand.

As of this writing, two meetings have
been held. It is becoming clear to see
that this forum is a venue for discussion
where the expertise is drawn from the
representatives of community and
populations experiencing barriers to
access. Barriers in general are
extensive, including attitudinal and
physical and they continue to hinder a
person’s ability to engage fully with
quality health care. It is the intention of
the committee that recommendations be
made to the larger institution as well as
students and professors, those having
greater influence on the curriculum.

Since I’ve moved in, I’ve been looking
for ways that I can contribute as well no
matter how big or small. On my floor we
have a children’s play section where
members have donated countless
books, toys and puzzles. I was looking
through boxes at home and came
across my game of Connect 4. It wasn’t
a big contribution but it was something.
2 days later I came down the hall to see
a group of young children playing the
game with their father. I got flashbacks
of playing it with my Grandma when I
was their age and it made me smile. I

Exciting times are ahead as we merge
our ideas and interests in creating a
better health system for all. Stay posted
for updates on the impact and results of
this new committee.
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guess you could say a small contribution
helped form a “connection”.

New Faces, New
Places

In the very short time I’ve had to
experience what Co Op living is and
looks like I’ve come to realize it’s not just
a roof over your head but it’s really
about living and working together as a
community that cares and takes pride in
one another. That’s a canopy I’m proud
to be under.

Natalie Pirson

T

he Able Sail program is once again
welcoming folks to experience the
freedom of sailing. We have a new
coordinator for the program— his
name is Eric Chen and he is excited for the
new season. Eric is going into his 3rd Year
of Sciences at the University of Manitoba in
pursuit of Medicine. As he says, “One can
always dream, right?” He has a vast history
of work experience, including being a camp
counsellor in Quebec and at Camp
Stephens, where he learned to sail. He has
experience being a life guard at the 17 Wing
Air Force pool and being a supervisor at the
West Portage YMCA. When he’s not at
school or work, he likes playing sports,
listening to music and enjoying the outdoors
with activities such as hiking or canoeing.
Eric is very happy to be given the chance to
work with ILRC and can’t wait to help make
an impact within the community.
Within the main office, ILRC has
restructured the departments a little bit.
Information and Referral, which is
comprised of IL Consultants, Natalie and
Chelsey, is now located at the front of the
office, closest to the Reception Area. Part of
the Community Living team, consisting of
Natasha, Krystal and Tina are now located
where Information and Referral was
previously located. Come on down, stop by
and say hi.

Sports Canopy
Natasha Klassen

S
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ports has the ability to bring unity
and connection to groups of people
that maybe would not be connected

people you find a sense of unity and
connection as you cheer on your team
together I think that this is one of the
reasons why the Winnipeg Blue Bombers
season tickets that we are able to give out
to consumers each year are so very
popular.

otherwise. We definitely saw this with the
Winnipeg Jets making it to the playoffs this
year! People from all walks of life who would
maybe not usually talk to one another came
together as a community, and throughout
the playoff run you would hear throughout
the city chants of “Go Jets Go.” Walking
downtown you could see people of all
demographics in jerseys who would stop
what they were doing and have
conversations about the common theme of
hockey.

Sports has a way of creating community
and bring people together, I would
encourage you if you get a chance to go to
a game and feel the community that sports
can bring! Contact the Leisure Education
program to find out ways you can get
connected under the canopy this year.

Going to a sports game compared to
watching a game on the television at home
is a very different experience. In both
situations, you are watching the game but it
typically has a very different feel. When you
are able to watch a game with a group of
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Across

Down

1. Capital city of Kenya
3. River in central Europe dividing Bulgaria and Romania
5. Largest lake in the world
9. Most visited park in Canada
12. Most southern continent
14. Largest country in the world
15. Tallest mountain in Canada
16. Capital of California
18. Incan ancient ruins in Peru
19. Highest mountain in the world
20. Capital city of Slovakia

2. One of the most desired vacation destinations in Europe
4. Favourite honeymoon place in southern Ontario
6. Kuala Lumpur is the capital city
7. Main attraction in Paris
8. Smallest country in Europe
10. Canada's largest lake
11. Future interstellar destination
13. River flowing from the US to Lake Winnipeg
17. Country with the largest population
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
Your membership helps support newsletter distribution. Being a member has its benefits in
that you can vote at our next annual meeting and receive exclusive invitations to community
events. If you have not renewed your membership, please do so. The cost is $5.00.
Please inform us about the following:
___ New Member
___ Renewal
___ I prefer not to receive any mailings from ILRC.
Name: _________________________
Org. Name: ___________________
Visit Us at www.ilrc.mb.ca
Phone: _________________________
Address:________________________
Postal Code:_____________________

ILRC STAFF
Executive Director: John Young
Project Development and Training
Coordinator: Doug Lockhart
Operations and Administration Coordinator:
Robert Mitchell
Finance and Accounts Coordinator:
Eugene del Mundo
Payroll Coordinator: Sonia Muncal
Reception: Libby Zdriluk
Media/web Administrator: Jason Hirose
Information & Referral:
Independent Living Skills/Peer Support:
IL Consultants: Chelsey Sommerfield,
Natalie Pirson
Individual Self-Advocacy:
IL Consultant: Marie-Lynn Hamilton
Personal Attendant Community Education
(PACE)
IL Consultant: Susianti Fierce
Government and Community Relations
IL Consultant: Allen Mankewich

Independent Living (Your Way) – Qu’Appelle
Housing/Brokerage/ MIST/Self and Family
Managed Care/Agent/Leisure Education
Senior Program and Community Living
Coordinator: Jodie Jephcote
IL Consultant: Natasha Klassen
IL Consultant: Krystal Polson
IL Consultant: Tina Gledhill
QuAppelle Tenant Resource Coordinator:
Kelly Thurston
Independent Living Staffing: Romeo Recalde,
Lagrimas Bolado
MIST Housing Team Leader: Francesca de
Fiesta
Leisure Education:
IL Consultants: Natasha Klassen, Christina
Buebos, Yonas Bekele, Oliver Gutierrez, Shelly
Walker
Disability Awareness Resource Training
(DART)
IL Consultants: Patrick Stewart, Kishana
Williams; Allen Mankewich
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